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WELCOME     

Preptober Workbook
Thank you so much for your interest in this year's workbook! Inside, you'll find a

collection of my most-used templates, techniques, and strategies for fast-drafting

a full-length novel in a short period of time. The key? Finding the heart of the story

and chasing it. That's what we'll be striving to achieve together here! 

It's worth noting that I never thought I'd throw my hat into this particular ring, but

after thirteen years of NaNoWriMo participation and six years of livin' the dream

as an indie author, I figured it might be fun to compile the resources I've come to

use time and time again — not for anybody else, but for myself. It wasn't until I was

staring at the finished draft of my very own Preptober Workbook that I thought to

myself, "You know what? This might be fun to share with other writers!" 

Regardless of whether you're a plotter or a pantser, the experience this workbook

offers is flexible. As most of you likely know, I'm a huge fan of yoga; I love that with

every posture in every practice, there are a series of expressions you're free to pick

from, all varying in intensity and difficulty. This workbook is sort of like that. You're

free to skip sections that don't quite fit into your writing process, and engage with

other sections, as you so desire. Again, while I'm a very plot-focused writer, this is a

workbook for NaNoWriMo, which is an exercise in fast-drafting. The ultimate focus

of this workbook is to help you: 1) Find the heart of your story. 2) Engage in a small

amount of plotting and story structure, which will give you a sense of direction that

won't compromise the flexibility of exploring your first draft. 3) Narrow down the

most important part of every well-told story — your protagonist's character arc. 

Now, if you're interested in a more plot-focused workbook, stay tuned for my own

spin on the Series Bible! While my Preptober Workbook is designed to help writers

fight through their first drafts, getting their stories off the ground, my Series Bible

Template focuses on the nuances of plot structure, the complexities of character,

and ways in which to organize an entire series of books instead of just one!

TO YOUR 2021



The release for my Series Bible Template is tentatively scheduled for sometime

next year, but I'll continue giving my Patrons updates as that date approaches! For

now, let's focus on fast-drafting our NaNoWriMo projects with all of the "literary

abandon" this challenge is known for — but without compromising quality.

Before I finish this Welcome Letter, I've got one more thing to add: A huge part of

the fun of NaNoWriMo isn't just fast-drafting 50,000 words, but engaging with a

fun community of writers, right? Right! So, let's get together as a community and

have a little fun. Throughout November, I'll be hosting word sprints daily, as well as

conducting a series of writing challenges geared to help get us all to the finish line

of the coveted 50,000-word mark! And this may or may not include NaNoWriMo

Bingo with prizes, friends. So, let's "prep" our hearts out this October, but know

the fun isn't over at the end of the month. It's just beginning! 

I hope my spin on the Preptober Workbook is helpful to you, writers! If you've got

any feedback or suggestions, please let me know. If this goes well, I may or may not

consider releasing a new version every year, and I want every new edition released

to be better than the last! 😎

Good luck! 

— Anna Vera
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Create a Realistic
Let's get one thing clear: Writing every single day realistically isn't going to happen. Take a few

minutes to note the days you know you won't be writing. As an example, I take Thanksgiving Day

off every year. Note these days off on the calendar on the previous page. 

Now, consider who you are as a writer. Are you a morning writer? A night writer? Do you benefit

from taking weekends off? Be honest with yourself and set realistic expectations. Then, commit

to these realistic expectations with the calendar below.
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NANOWRIMONANOWRIMO
Word Count Calendar

WEEK 1 goal wrote

11,669

WEEK 2 goal wrote

23,338

WEEK 3 goal wrote

35,007

WEEK 4 goal wrote

46,676

FINAL STRETCH! goal wrote

3,324

NOTES

NOTES

NOTES

NOTES

NOTES

In my opinion, the key to succeeding in NaNoWriMo isn't necessarily about writing a minimum

of 1,667 words a day, it's about achieving the weekly minimum of 11,669 words. This way, you're

able to take a day off now and again. That's why I've included the worksheet below to help you

keep track of your weekly word count goals! Use your November calendar to monitor your daily

progress, but focus primarily on this sheet here, as it provides a better view of where you stand

progress-wise (while affording for a day off now and again). 

If you'd like, bookmark your November calendar, your ideal weekly schedule, and this worksheet

for easier referencing throughout NaNoWrimo. 
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Let's use The Lord of the Rings as an example. The STORY IDEA is a world in which hobbits and

elves and dwarves and wizards and magical power exists. The PROBLEM is that a ring possessing

a large amount of power is being called back to its evil, world-ending owner, Sauron. This makes

the PREMISE about preventing that from happening.

This is a great start, especially for fast-drafting a NaNoWriMo novel, but let's go ahead and take

this one step further. While the PREMISE establishes the purpose of the story, the DESIGNING

PRINCIPLE establishes the logic of it, organizing the story as a whole. As John Truby says, this is

what makes the story original (The Anatomy of Story by John Truby, page 25).

In fact, nobody says it better than Truby does, so I'll just quote him: 

O F  Y O U R  S T O R Y
FINDING THE HEART

Using the Designing Principle
The first step to crafting a compelling story is to identify a PREMISE. What's a premise? Well, to

state it simply, it's the answer to the question, "What's your story about?" There's an easy way to

figure out your premise, luckily, and that's by following this equation:

STORY IDEA + PROBLEM = PREMISE

The Designing Principle is difficult to see. And in truth, most stories
don't have one. They are standard stories, told generically. That's the
difference between a premise, which all stories have, and a designing
principle — which only good stories have. The premise is concrete; it is
the deeper process going on in the story, told in an original way. 

DESIGNING PRINCIPLE =

To put it simply, the Designing Principle is the strategy behind how you'll tell your story — and it

should always be stated in a single line. It's the seed of your your story. Sometimes this seed is a

metaphor or a symbol. Whatever it ends up being, it "tracks the fundamental process" that is set

to unfold over the course of your story.

STORY PROCESS + ORIGINAL EXECUTION
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O F  Y O U R  S T O R Y
FINDING THE HEART

Using the Designing Principle

STORY IDEA + PROBLEM = PREMISE

DESIGNING PRINCIPLE =
STORY PROCESS + ORIGINAL EXECUTION

Now, the DESIGNING PRINCIPLE is an abstract concept, one which, admittedly, isn't necessary

to have nailed down by your first draft. However, I am a plotter, and I prefer to keep these

details in mind from the very start. If you're like me, then let's jot down a few ideas! If you're not,

then skip to the next page of this workbook! 

A world plagued by soul-eating aliens is in ruin,
and without an ally more powerful than the
enemy, there is no hope in sight. 

The only way for Eos Europa to defeat her alien
enemies is to become as powerful as they are —
by ingesting soul energy. 

Eos Europa does what Onyx stood
against in order to save the world,
only to destroy herself in the
process.

STORY PROCESS = The protagonist's hubris leads her to
believe she's more knowledgeable than her predecessors,
leading her to solving one problem only to create even
bigger ones. 

ORIGINAL EXECUTION = Eos's DESIRE for glory is symbolized by her
addiction to soul energy, which dehumanizes her. Eos's NEED of
feeling significant is pushed further away. Now, she is very 
significant, but in a bad way. 

DESIGNING PRINCIPLE = Eos Europa, an arrogant specimen, taps into a well of power she cannot control and realizes that in trying to
defeat Earth's biggest enemy, she's become Earth's biggest enemy instead. 
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Y O U R  P R O T A G O N I S TY O U R  P R O T A G O N I S T

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

PERSONALITY

FULL NAME BIRTHDAY & AGE GENDER

Details such as eye color, hair color, body type, and typical wardrobe, but don't forget to include the way they
hold themselves, the way they walk, and any tics or fidgeting they may do, etc. 

Again, details on typical mood or energy, sense of humor, and general interests are acceptable, but let's take it
a step further and note your protagonist's zodiac sign, their sexual orientation, their biggest insecurities,
aspects of themselves they're confident in, unexpected talents (such as tracking or navigation), etc. 

GHOST STORY
Your protagonist's Ghost Story is a past experience that has impacted them negatively. It's a wound they
haven't yet healed from psychologically. This is the root of your protagonist's dysfunction, self-sabotage, and
ultimately their biggest flaw — which they ideally overcome by the end of their character arc. 



DRIVING FORCES IN LIFE
MISBELIEF | DESIRE | NEED

MISBELIEF is what the protagonist takes away from their Ghost Story. Basically, it's their coping mechanism in
a thesis statement. It's the way in which they have become maladjusted and psychologically scarred, leading
them to drawing certain conclusions about the world and themselves that make them uncomfortable — and in
their eyes, the only way to soothe that discomfort is by achieving a specific goal that is known as their DESIRE.

BRIEF EXAMPLE: In the movie, Thor, Loki feels consistently overshadowed by his brother. As a result, he feels
unlovable, unworthy, and unimportant. This is his Ghost Story. Now, to remedy this discomfort, he tells himself
that if he wants to gain his father's love and respect, he must outshine Thor. This is his MISBELIEF. Please note
that the MISBELIEF isn't action-based. It's all emotion, all psychology, and always untrue. 

The DESIRE is the goal your protagonist makes based on their MISBELIEF. While the PROBLEM comprises the
foundation of the Inciting Incident, the DESIRE is what makes them susceptible to it. Now, let's go back to the
example in the section above: If Loki's MISBELIEF was that he had to outshine his brother in order to receive
love and respect, what was the goal he made based off that way of thinking? Ruling Asgard. Thus, his DESIRE
was to rule Asgard in order to gain love and respect. 

Note that your protagonist's DESIRE will never achieve what they NEED, which we'll discuss next. 

So, we've arrived at the final Driving Force: NEED. Let's recap! Your protagonist has been emotionally scarred
by their Ghost Story. They've coped with the pain by developing a MISBELIEF, which leads them to a DESIRE
that they feel will cure the pain they've carried from their Ghost Story.

The problem? This DESIRE isn't going to give them what they NEED to heal that psychological wound. In fact,
it takes several attempts and failures to achieve their DESIRE before realizing what they NEED, which reveals
itself at the end of their character arc. 

Let's use It's a Wonderful Life as an example. George Bailey's DESIRE to commit suicide is an action based on
the MISBELIEF that he doesn't matter, that nothing he does will be good enough. It isn't until an angel reveals
to him what the world would look like without him — and how changed it would be — that he fulfills his NEED,
which is feeling a sense of significance outside of vocational success.

Ask yourself, "What is the one thing my protagonist is afraid to face? What truth scares them most? What is it
that they need to accept about themselves, somebody else, or the world in order to heal?" Once you've got a
few ideas, ask yourself, "How can this be discovered through plot?"

M I S B E L I E F

D E S I R E

N E E D



GHOST STORY = MISBELIEF = DESIRE    
Eos Europa was taught from an early age that
in order to receive love, she had to excel in
whatever way Onyx wanted. 

Eos Europa believes that without fulfilling her
Purpose in life, without achieving glory, she
is unlovable, insignificant, and that life is
pointless. 

Eos Europa will do whatever it
takes to go back to war and
achieve glory through it.

DIRECT OPPOSITION OF DESIRE = NEED    
The direct opposition of Eos's DESIRE (to go to war in order to achieve recognition, glory, significance, and love) is to discover a sense
of self-importance that exists beyond the recognition of her achievements. Eos must learn that glory isn't everything — but this is a
multi-book character arc, so this will take time. 
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Now that we've brainstormed our protagonist's "driving forces" in life, let's plug those elements

into a character arc. Again, as I've mentioned, this isn't a workbook on craft — it's a workbook for

the purpose of "prepping" for fast-drafting. For this reason, I'll only be covering two of the main

character arcs: Positive and Negative. 

All character arcs begin the same way — with a protagonist that's held back by their Ghost Story,

who's still clinging to it. This protagonist tells themselves they have learned something from that

negative experience, when in reality they're using it as an excuse to avoid participating in life the

way they should. They're using it as fodder for self-sabotage, to justify a cynical worldview, and

attempt to guard themselves with it. Example: Your protagonist deeply loved his wife, but when

she drowned unexpectedly, he vowed to never love again and spare himself the agony.

The example protagonist's Ghost Story is his wife's death, which developed the MISBELIEF that

if he never loves again, he'll protect his heart. This leads to his DESIRE to push everybody away,

to reject romantic connection. But this clearly isn't his NEED, right? Right.

Surprisingly, once you've got your protagonist's Driving Forces narrowed down, figuring out the

rest of their character arc is quite easy. All you've got to do after that is decide how you'd like to

link their journey toward emotional healing to the external conflict of the plot. Example: After

fishing a woman out of the ocean and effectively saving her life, your protagonist is filled with a

morass of conflicting emotion. These two characters have an amazing connection, and he knows

that despite his best efforts, he's falling in love with her. But he can't fully give into this love until

he forgives himself for "failing" to save his wife the way he's saved this new woman.

Now, of course, this is internal conflict tethered to plot. This may seem obvious, but it's amazing

how many writers overlook this link. They may know this protagonist's NEED is to love again, but

instead of weaving it into the external conflict of the plot, they make the mistake of keeping this

development shallow and contrived. For example: By having your protagonist discover love in

the same way he lost it (by saving this new love interest from drowning), we're actively making

the external conflict tie into the internal conflict. Most writers neglect digging deeply enough to

achieve this level of symbolic appeal, instead thinking to themselves, "If my protagonist's NEED

is to fall in love, I'll simply write in a love interest. I'll have a friend introduce him to a woman who

lost her husband. They'll bond over that."

Character Arc Brainstorming
POSITIVE CHARACTER ARCPOSITIVE CHARACTER ARC



As you can see, this approach is close, but it's not as satisfying as it could be. This is because the

internal conflict of the protagonist isn't quite anchored in the external conflict of the plot, which

results in a narrative that feels inexplicably divided instead of stitched seamlessly together.

Okay, let's recap: Once you've narrowed down your protagonist's Driving Forces and have

found a way to stitch them into the external conflict of the plot, then you've already done most

of the work of developing a character arc. I've inserted a graphic to help with the mechanics of

plotting a character arc. Follow those beats the same way you would plot structure! 

If you're interested in more discussion on this, be sure to check out the Writerverse
Podcast for an episode titled: Driving Forces — The Key to Internal Conflict, which

features an in-depth case study of Beauty and the Beast.



Character     Arc Outline
NEGATIVE CHARACTER ARCNEGATIVE CHARACTER ARC

The Negative character arc follows all of the same rules as the Positive, only it ends differently —

and usually with tragedy. There are three different sub-types of the Negative arc, which I'll offer

a few helpful graphics for below.

Page 1 of 3
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NEGATIVE CHARACTER ARCNEGATIVE CHARACTER ARC
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Character     Arc Outline
NEGATIVE CHARACTER ARCNEGATIVE CHARACTER ARC
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FULL NAME GENDER

Y O U R  A N T A G O N I S TY O U R  A N T A G O N I S T

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

PERSONALITY

FULL NAME BIRTHDAY & AGE GENDER

Details such as eye color, hair color, body type, and typical wardrobe, but don't forget to include the way they
hold themselves, the way they walk, and any tics or fidgeting they may do, etc. 

Again, details on typical mood or energy, sense of humor, and general interests are acceptable, but let's take it
a step further and note your antagonist's zodiac sign, their sexual orientation, their biggest insecurities,
aspects of themselves they're confident in, unexpected talents (such as tracking or navigation), etc. 

GHOST STORY
Your antagonist's Ghost Story is a past experience that has impacted them negatively. It's a wound they haven't
yet healed from psychologically. This is the root of their dysfunction, self-sabotage, and ultimately their biggest
flaw — which ultimately lead to their demise, as a villain.  
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FULL NAME GENDER

CHARACTER PROFILE SHEETSCHARACTER PROFILE SHEETS

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

PURPOSE IN STORY

FULL NAME BIRTHDAY & AGE GENDER

Details such as eye color, hair color, body type, and typical wardrobe, but don't forget to include the way they
hold themselves, the way they walk, and any tics or fidgeting they may do, etc. 

Introducing Your Cast of Characters

BACKSTORY
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Plot Structure for the Pantser
HERO'S JOURNEYHERO'S JOURNEY

If you're less a plotter and more a pantser (and if the Save the Cat! Beat Sheet on the following

page is not your thing), then I've got an excellent alternative for you: The Hero's Journey. Not

only is this one of the most popular and successful plot structures ever, it's also incredibly easy

to execute — even for those of you who aren't plotters! So, if you're anti-plotting, give this a try.

If you've got a hardcopy version of this workbook, I suggest cutting out the graphic below and

keeping it nearby for reference. 
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SAVE THE CAT!
Beat   Sheet

CREATE A VISUAL WITH

In the early stages of outlining a novel, it's important not to overcomplicate the outlining

process. Like writing a novel, outlining is ideally performed in stages — beginning with a basic

skeleton and fleshing it out further as the idea grows. For the NaNoWriMo outline, which

focuses on fast-drafting, we'll want to honor this process by following the priceless advice of

Michael Scott — Keep It Simple, Stupid (KISS) — which is why I've provided the visual below to

follow. This is the perfect starting point, outlining-wise, so let's get to outlining! 
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SAVE THE CAT!
Beat   Sheet

CREATE A VISUAL WITH

OPENING IMAGE
The opening image should visually reflect the protagonist's status quo. Bonus points for presenting a visual that is in

direct opposition to the final image. Example: The Shire vs. Mt. Doom for Frodo Baggins. 

THEME STATED
The theme is the "moral" of your story. Refer to the Designing Principle section to refresh on what this looks like for

this project. Traditionally, the theme is stated by a side character (often The Fool archetype) who offers unsolicited

advice to the protagonist that, if taken, will solve all their problems. The protagonist, of course, rejects this advice.

THE CATALYST
Or, in other words, the Inciting Incident. This is when your protagonist is presented with a choice that will take them

far away from their status quo and should be inspired by their Ghost Story, Misbelief, Desire, and ultimately, Need. 

BREAK INTO TWO
This is when the protagonist abandons their status quo, embarking upon a journey that their Misbelief suggests will

achieve their Desire. 

Page 1 of 5

Use the following page for more brainstorming!
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B STORY
Blake Snyder refers to the "A Story" as the protagonist's life before their Inciting Incident. The "B Story" features all

of the settings and events that follow. This is the introduction to this new world, to the new life the protagonist has

embarked upon. Example: For Katniss Everdeen, this was going from life at District 12 to the Hunger Games. 

FUN AND GAMES
This is referred to as "the promise of the premise." We've all seen a movie trailer that promises something the movie

doesn't deliver — and whenever that happens, viewers are furious. The same goes for books! Whatever is mentioned

on the back-page blurb or synopsis should be delivered at this stage in the story. This is the calm before the storm

of the narrative, during which the protagonist makes new friends, acclimates to their new world, and even discovers

their love interest. 

SAVE THE CAT!
Beat   Sheet

CREATE A VISUAL WITH

Page 2 of 5

THE MIDPOINT
The Midpoint represents a HUGE plot-twist in the story. This will either heighten the stakes or change the stakes

altogether, sending the protagonist for a loop. Often, this is when the protagonist's Misbelief is directly challenged,

only for them to either cling to it or start seeing the error of its ways. This can also be a false success or collapse. 

Use the following page for more brainstorming!
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SAVE THE CAT!
CREATE A VISUAL WITH

Page 3 of 5

BAD GUYS CLOSE IN
In the wake of the Midpoint's plot-twist, the "bad guys" close in. If your Midpoint centers around the antagonist and

their first attempt at assaulting your protagonist, then this beat may reflect the "bad guys" regrouping. But if your

Midpoint plot-twist was psychologically or emotionally damaging to the protagonist, the "bad guys" won't actually

have faces — they'll represent this character's Misbelief rearing its ugly head again. 

ALL IS LOST
This is the moment in which the protagonist appears to lose everything, in which it seems they would've been better

off having not embarked on this journey at all. This is typically when the protagonist realizes their Desire, which was

inspired by their Misbelief, isn't working for them — and never will. This is their rock bottom.

DARK NIGHT OF THE SOUL
Your protagonist has lost everything — including their Misbelief, and thus, their Desire. This is when the protagonist

realizes (usually subconsciously) what they actually Need, and with this knowledge, they're able to create a new plan

of action against their antagonist. But will it work? 

Use the following page for more brainstorming!
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GATHERING THE TEAM & EXECUTING THE PLAN
This is when the "good guys" regroup. The protagonist reveals their new plan of action to the team, and they begin

to prepare accordingly. With hope restored once again, they launch their second assault. 

HIGH TOWER SURPRISE
The High Tower Surprise represents a massive setback in the protagonist's new plan, effectively ruining it — but this

time, instead of succumbing to an "all is lost" mentality, things are different. The energy is hopeful, determined, and

stronger than before. And so the protagonist has to . . . 
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. . . DIG DEEP DOWN
Everything in life is action and reaction. The High Tower surprise is all action, so Dig Deep Down is reaction — a time

of reflection for your protagonist, of deep analysis. In many cases, if they were working in a group, this is the

moment they realize that in order to win this battle, they'll have to defeat the antagonist — alone. 

Use the following page for more brainstorming!
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EXECUTION OF NEW PLAN
In most cases, this is when the protagonist and the antagonist face each other off. This is either an epic fight such as

Harry Potter vs. Voldemort, or it'll be an internal struggle like Frodo Baggins's war with the temptation to keep the

ring for himself, even after making it all the way to Mt. Doom.

THE FINAL IMAGE
Like the Opening Image, the Final Image is (ideally, but not always) visually symbolic. It contrasts the way the story

started and, in doing so, showcases just how far the protagonist has come. 
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CONGRATULATI   NS
So, you've finished NaNoWriMo . . .

I want to start off by stating the obvious: It doesn't matter if you've actually written

the coveted and infamous 50,000 words that NaNoWriMo obsesses over. The only

thing that matters is that you've designated time to your love of writing — and that,

my friends, is a huge accomplishment! 

It's my hope that this Preptober Workbook will help you reach your writing-related

goals in the future, well beyond the confines of October and November. That's why,

on the following page, you'll find a December calendar to help you plan for the rest

of this year. 

With that being said, I wish you all the luck in the world as you continue along your

writing and publishing journey! I really hope this Preptober Workbook has helped to

organize your thoughts, refine your approach, and facilitate an easy and fun fast-

drafting experience. I've got all the faith in the world that I'll see your work in print

someday! 

— Anna Vera
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